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Abstract

The final results and academic achievements are reported on a programn

aimed at investigation of external burning propulsion. Concentration was

aimed at bluff-base, axisymmetric bodies in supersonic flight with an

approach boundary layer that is fully turbulent. An adiabatic near wake A

theory was developed which is in excellent agreement with experiment.

F• A parametric investigation of external burning performance showed that

while high thrust levels can be achieved the specific impulse is lower

than expected. Consequently, future studies should concentrate upon a

combination of base burning and external. burning.
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in t roduction

T'1here are a great number of potential aLr-to-air, air-to-ground and

ground-to-air wealxonry missions that; require either a sustain or mild

acceleration phase of the missile trajectory or which could benefit from •

a substantial drag reduction during a portion of the trajectory. 1NIrther-

more, many of these missions require operation suifficiently low in the

atmosphere that airbreathing propulsion, if it is competitive with the.

rocket is attractive.

Invectigated in this program was the concept of external burning. Ini

its purest form this consists of burning outside of all shear layers near

the body, in the adjacent supersonic stream. Moreover, this program• concen-

trated upon external burning behind axisyiunetric bodies with a turbulent

approach boundary layer. lhe idea is that compression waves focusing upon

tile near wake will be able to transmit the high pressure through thle sub-

sonic portion of the wake and, hence, raise the base pressure. This concept

is not to be confused with base burning, whereby a combustible is entrained

into the near wake. While base burning is also promising for base pressure

elevation, the concentration on external burning was motivated by thle desire

for high base thrust levels.

'llc programl was analytical in nature but used data from other programs to

validate the theory as it was developed. The program proceeded in two steps.

Tihe first was to create an accurate, but computationally fast, theory for

the near wake. The second was to incorporate external burning into the theory.

Ile results of the first effort are attached as Appendi.x A and of the second

as Apl' ndix B.

14



Sumilary of Results

Aix integral method was used to construct a theory of the near" wake

behind bluff base bodies in supersonic ftight witL a turulment approach

boundary layer. 'lhe method is comt)utationally fast and has been checked

against numerous experiments, wil;h excellent agreement in base pressure,

wake length scales, and detailed field quantities. 'the following coneinu-

sions may be drawn from the theory:

(1) thie solution of the inviscid supersonic flow adjacent to the near

wake plays a strong role in the overall. solution. It must be treated

in a nearly exact (method of characteristics) manner. 4
(2) 'The base pressure is a strong function of flight Mach number and

decreases with a Maclh number increase, However, detailed flow field

quantities such as the location of the rear stagnation point and

velocity on the dividing streamline are only weak functions of Mach

Irv number.

(3) The base pressure is a weak function of upstream boundary layer

thickness. However, the detailed flow field quantities are strongly

affected. I
(4) One area where there is poor agreement between theory and experiment

is that of base bleed. '•he theory underpredicts the value of base

pressure for a given bMeecd rate.

(5) IThe integral method, which used thie boundary layer approximation

for the vis,,cous n.ear wake, ran into some 'singularity' problems with

some velocity profiles and governing equations. Wore investigation is

warranted to determine the nature of these singularities, and to sys-

tematize the procedure for overcoming these. 1ý;xperiments show that,

2 ••



in fact, the boundary layer approxihation is poor near the base p)late;

this ,ssiwipti) iOnl shotil(d be, relaxed in future treatmen (ift oV t1e probl)ic|.

'the 1above wake theory was then combined with a theory iucou'poratinýg

combustioiu external. to the near wake. 'lie combustion zone was treated a,

a nearly one-dimnensional. premixed region with a cenL'ifugl 1 correction.

Thie following conclusions may be drawn,.

(1) Tle base pressure may be elevated to a net thrust condition by

this method, but the specifie iumpulse performance with state-of-

the-art fuel rich propellants is poor; it may be beateu by a

conventional rocket. Consequently, it is believed that the pure

external burning concept should not be considered alone, but inl

con jutceLiotn with base burning. External burning provides the mcans

for high thrust, whereas base burning, can provi.de high efficiency

at lower base pressure rises.

(2) Thle primary w'riables that affect external burning perfonrmance are

Mach number, fuel-air ratio, total combus tibLe mass flow and the

fuel calorific value. T'ie performance is insensitivc, within reaso4-

able toleranlce, to heating zone placement and heat release distri.-

bution.

(3) It is imporati.ve that a theory be constructed for a combined base

burning and external burning system in order that an upper limit

of perfonrance can be establis.h1ed .

ii A
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P,0P parisons with the experiments thus show the adequacy of the
pricsent modeling of thc corner region and the shecar stress A

c number of studies, using the present program, were made and
091 the major conclusions arrived at are as follows:

M. I.`!zO. 0 61I) The solution of outer regime plays a very important role
/ EXPRI~iDANT in the present problem: the replacement of AMC' with the

00/ Prandtl-Meyer relation resulted in very poor result%,-
0 2) For better prediction of flowfield details, a good velocity

~ii £srg&MENAI cl profile is essential. However, base pressure is affected in a
09S minor way because of a change in profiles.

1ubraddcrae.ih92ices fMchntbr h
011Rý0240$3) The base pressure is a strong function of upstretmi Mach

FXPSRM(N!I . -detailed quantities, such as location of the RSP, velocity on
dividing streamline, etc., are only weak funictions of Mach

O9 BC number.

-1-85 4) The base pressure is a weak function of' the upstream
C1 7 55 boundary-layer thickness. All other quantities such as cen- -

9 0 EPENI~tHTterline Mach number, etc. are strong functions of 6, Hence,

0 10 20 30 4.0 5.0 60 measurement of the latter quantities can shed more light on
X/61 and help in improving the corner model.

Fig. 2 Cenlerline pressure variation with axial distance and com- 5) At low base bleed rates, the theory shows a much smaller
parison ,siih experiments near Mach 2; B =rear stagnatior point, C base pressure rise compared with experiments. Thc inaccuracy
=Cr,,cco.-ltes critical puir.1, [b=Piake neck, fE=eenterline Mach I of the boundary-layer equation, its representing the region

poilit.close to the base, may be the major reason for this result.
In conclusion, the method developed here is corn-

SY IL 2t putationally fast, provides adequate details of the nsear wake,
cp: 0 0771 .0061 and hence should be quite useful for prelitninary design

Pol .012 purposes. a upredb h ryReerhOfc

50 .. 2012 .0104 dAsusiosnitw3ledHbbr gmaeanowegdgrttly

0 065 OO046

A S0 .0240
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Appendix B

Analysis of Axially Syammetric External

Burning Propulsion for z

Bluff-Base Bodies

opal K. Mehta * and Warren C. Strahle:

School of Aerospace Engineering

Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlanta, Georgia 30332

Abstract:

A parametric study for an external burning propulsion system was carried

out to investigate potential performance and application of such a system.

The study used a simplified analysis for an external burning zone incorporated

in a realistic near wake axisymmetric supersonic turbulent base flow model

based on the Crocco and Lees approach. The axisynmetric base flow model with-

out combustion has previously been shown to agree well with experiment. The com-

bustion zone is treated as a quasi one-dimensional zone, and is considered both shear -

free and non-conducting. With these major assumptions, it is shown that it is possible

to achieve very high base pressures using external burning. The specific impulse I
values obtained are lower than reported for the two-dimensional ease. In many

cases the performance is less than usually achievable by conventional rocket

propulsion, if current fuel. rich gas generators provide the fuel for the ex-

* PosLt-Doctoral Fellow

** Regents' Professor, Associate Fellow AIAA
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ternal burning propulsion system. Recent experiments carried out using com-

pression surfaces to simulate external burning confirm the order of magnitude

of specific impulse obtained by the theory.

Nomenclature

A centerline velocity parameter in Green's profiles; area

A A s- rdr
pUe

PuSA2 I - rdr
PeUC

A, PU2 rdr,• P eUe2

A Pu rdrA 3  J peu 3 d
0

C speed of sound

:c specific heat

F fuel-air ratio

go acceleration . gravity

h static ent•bh height of core region in Green's profiles

H stagnatio,.

ltf hf - •. per unit mass of fuel
=;: mass injected

I injection parameter ,mas iected

I specific impulse
sp

K1 2 constants

t shear layer thickness

ml'D mass flow rate in one-dimensional zone

M Mach number

n natural normal coordina-

10



p pressure

r radial coordinate

r it upstream radial location of upper streamline of the one-dimensional
zone

rL upstream radial location of the lower streamline of one-dimensional

zone

R gas constant; base radius

R3 j u- (rrt) dr

S entropy

T temperature

u axial velocity

v radial velocity

V total velocity

X axial coordinate

xE axial position of the termination of heat addition

X1t axial position of the starting of heat addition

9 Mach angle

ratio of specific heats

t:hickness of inner portion of boundary layer

A2 thickness of inner portion after expansion

5 boundary layer and wake thickness

6 2 thickness of viscous layer after separation

incompressible radial coordinate ; characteristic direction

0 flow angle

V Prandtl-Meyer angle

characteristic direction

P density

11



turbulent shear stress

corrections due to non-zero velocity gradients caused by entropy A
gradients at the edge of the wake

X heat distribution parameter

Subscripts

b value at the base

e value in external flow

i incompressible quantities

o value at centerline ; stagnation quantity

value at large distance

I upstream condition

Superscript

- average quantities in one-dimensional zone

I. Introduction

Therc are many flight missions which require or may benefit from substan-

tial drag reduction or elimination during a portion of a supersonic trajectory.

It has been recognized for some time that external burning during supersonic

flight can produce compression waves which can be translated into propulsive

forces on a flight vehicle. This external burning concept is different from

the relatively better explored base burning concept In the external burning

method, the combustion mostly takes place in the inviscid flow adjacent to the

viscous wake, while in the base burning method, the low velocity combustible

mixture, injected through the base, burns in the viscous wake. There is a

limitation on the maximum base pressure rise achievable in the base burning

concept. Tlhere is no such limitation in the external burning concept. TMe ex-

ternal burning method has also been claimed to be simple in design and to give

12
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high performance.

The external burning concept has initially been investigated in the

two dimensional case by Strahlee, (2) using the original Crocco and Lees

theory( 3 " of the near wake flow. lie showed, (i) base pressures much higher

than the ambient pressure, and (ii) reasonable specific impulse values can

be achieved using this concept. Smithey and recently Neale et al.

carried out experiments with axisytinetric bodies, using compression surfaces

to simulate external burning, at Mach 2 and 3, respectively. Their results

confirmed the first finding of high attainable base pressure. But much smaller

specific impulses were indicated than anticipated. Smithey(4) also applied the

external burning concept to the axisynmietric case, using, again, the original

4 Crocco and Lees theory. This original theory is known to contain an inadequate

prediction of the length scales of the near wake. Recently, the more detailed

theory of Alber and Lees (6) applicable to the two-dimensional turbulent case,

was extended by the present authors (7) (and also independently by Peters etal.8)) t

to the axisyimmetric case; it was shown to accurately predict the near wake de-

tails. In the present paper, this theory has been modified to treat external

burning propulsion. Calculations are carried out to predict the performance

of such a system more realistically.

A short outline of the theory without combustion and the basic flow model

used in this theory are presented in Section II. For more details, one is re-

ferred to the back up paper of Reference (7) or to Reference (9).

Section III describes the details of the heat addition zone added in the

inviscid flow region of the above model. Fuel is considered fully dispersed in

this zone and there is no mixing across bounding streamlines. The entrainment

of the air before combustion can be taken into account by shifting the initial

position of the streamlines. In reality, there will be a diffusion flame; this

13



model may be thought of as an effective one dimensional smoothing of the

effects of a diffusion flame. On either side of the combustion zone tile

flow field is treated by tile method of characteristics (MOC). Between the

near wake boundary and the heat addition zone tihe MOC is rotational Lo

allow for injection shock entropy rise and to treat the shedding of the

initial boundary layer. Outside the heat addition zone the MOC is irrota-

tional. Tlhe heat addition zone is displaced outward a sufficient amount so

that heated streamlines do not intersect the near wake boundary before tile

wake closure singularity (Crocco-Lees critical point) is encountered in a

downstream numerical integration. 'lis allows the near wake to be treated

iunder an adiabatic assumption. Tlhus, the analysis of tile inner eegion and

the corner region remain unchanged, except for slight modifications in the

program to take into account the possible compression instead of expansion

at the corner.

In the Appendix some computations, using the Mach nuirber distribution

provided by the compression surface- of the experimental set up of Reference

(5), are shown. The agreement with experiment is good, although the base pres-

sures obtained are about 15% less than those obtained in the experiments.

Section IV deals with tile results and discussion of tile present external

burning near wake theory. It is first shown that it is possible to achieve

high base pressure rises without failure of the present computational scheme.

However, the total temperature rise and other values of the parameters have

been limited either by transonic Mach numbers in the heat addition zone or

by the heat addition zone mixing with thie viscous wake. Next, a parametric

study, based upon the parameters obtained through dimensional analysis, is

carried out. Tie reference conditions chosen for carrying out this study,

although arbitrary, are selected, firstly, to give a large variation of

14
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various parameters before any of the above mentioned limitations coile into

the picture. Secondly, they are chosen to avoid large gradients in field

quantities; large gradients require finer step size and hence more computer

time. With this study, the importance of the various parameters are delineated.

Other than the upstream Mach number and the initial boundary layer thick-

ness, which are more or less design inputs, it is essenti-,. to have an input

as to how to distribute the combustion to obtain the most efficient utiliza-

tion, and this also has been discussed in a general manner in this section.

II. Highlights of the lleora of the Near Wake

Without Combustion

'Thiis theory, which has been presenttLu in Reference (7), is an extension

of the work of Alber and Lees (6) on two-dimensional turbulent supersonic near

S;akes. hie major points of variance are the treatment of the corner region,

the detailed form of the eddy viscosity muodel, and, of course, the treatment

of thie extoriial flow. hlie model used to represent tile near wake flow field

is as shown in Fig. 1. A uniform supersonic flow at constant pressure and

Mach number, with -i finite boundary layer thickness, approaches the base of

an axisy1metric body. It undergoes an expansion near the corner. The viscous

part beyond the base consists of (1) thle recirculatory region and (2) the

shear layer region, while the inviscid part consists of (3) the rotational

layer, which merges into the shear layer, and (4) the irrotational region. f

'T7he flow diagram of the approach is slhon in Fig. 2. MTe input variables 'A

are MN, 6 1/R and I. 'llie unknown of tile problem is base pressure, and to start

with, this is assumed. The complete flow field is assumed to be adiabatic with

turbulent Prandtl number equal to I and to obey the perfect gas laws. For the

sake of analysis, the flow field is divided into two parts, viz., the corner

15
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flow region arid the flow downstream of the base. Ille solution of the corner

region provides the Lut.Lal conditions for thie flow downs tresis of the base.

Specifically, tile thickness of the boundary Layer in which the viscous foroes

remain predomilnant is determj.ned by this solution. '11is region is solved by

an approximate model. 'i.¶e major stipulations in this modol are that the in-

itial boundary layer can le represented by a 1/7th power profile, -

and there i.s an isentropic expansion in tile outer stroamnicubes.
br)61

Downstream of the base, thC outer inviscid regime, consisting of regions

(3) and (4), is solved using an approximate method of characteristics (AMC).

T1his method is a modification of Webb's (10) method, and is consistent with

the accuracy and spi.rit of this approach. '[1e i.nner viscous regime, colisist-

ing of region (1) and (2), is represented by integral boundary layer equations.

The governing equations used to represent this region in the. prosont formula-

r: ion are gi.ven be olow.

Mass conservation

d 2d~ Pet 6  (I)•d (puAl ) - pev, -"

Monlentum conservation

d (0cO2 AdL
(Pe'e 2 ~"eV (petleAl -- (2

Mechanical energy conservation

3 2,, u A3 ) - -•e , 1 u

dx2 dx (QeNI~ )e~ R

(3) 1
IL
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Ini addiLtion to these, one more equta~l onl is needed Lilrth! base for the(

ehtosei velocity p~rofilerz. '111i.8 Is taken, foe sitmpliel ty, as the cent~er tine

dui

As thle flow js turinilent, some piode LIing of the shieair stress8 is re-

(guiroil. hecre shear stress !is evaluated u'dnig tile tur)utonit. viscosity eoni-

cent, the detat Isn of whichl arc, giveni inl Refurence (7), 1the integrals in the

above equations are obtainied inl closed formi using a Com11pre'ss8ibIt,- Eineoiiipreqs itl)

tranlsformatiou. '1h1 solution is started froml Lthe base usi~ng, two parameter

G~r~een's profi les widitb give a good r~epresentationl of thle velocity profile

near Lthe base, with or without uniforms base bleed. 'these are given by

I - 2A 0 <Msh. S

I-- cot -<

Thle use of thesie prOft tea results inl six nknlkownis, viv., p (or kii A,

, h./6, and 8 . '111V oXterna I flow s'olultioni ro)vi dt'' V0 (or tQ) and

while the solutioni of Eqis. (1) -(4) provides the remaini~ng unkncnwns. Away

from Lthe base, the ye tocity profile[us are represented by the Ruhbota-Reeves-A

Bus ";s (12) oll paramleter pr-ofiles. As Lthe number of uniknowns are reduced by

onle us b;jig these profi les, onl~y Eq.(-(3) aire sufficienti to representL

Lhc inlner reýgion,. Thle un1iquenless of Ohe solhut ion i~n this approach comies front

thdoirrne of thle GrOcco-Leem singular 1x~int downstream of Lthe wake. 1the

Iphysic.al exp~llanaion Of hii s singularity is that the near wake, which is, sub-4

sonic ill tile mean, becomes supersonlic inl tile Iscall after this poinlt. liatho-

nMtia I ly , Lii is singular it>' imposos 'in extra cols trainet on thle probl[em. And

the base flow probl[emi turns ouit to be at boundary valute problent, with base t



Iprensurc cis the eigenv'alue , aild a 1.11nl% R01eso kt~l iOn f the 110car Wtlh if; Ob-

t. h ie.U~

Ih11 S tronge p)int:t'. Of thi; ivvteoy are the ý;aua I C omnptiter timv vcqu ired

to colve thc pIr))l~ont anid accucateO ;,rud Lv-(t iO of the near wkVc do tait l.

'Ili typo oL axtornal burning considered hiere is Whe comeopt whielh al lows

CORIpIOM881.0fl WZIVCS to illlin~ge IJpoit the' near' w.alce behind a bluff-base body anld

to thereby raise the basv pressure. lu order to gain a feel. for Ulu perform-

ance and to briing out tho essential features~ of anl extornal burning propul.-

s ive sys ter, a ýsi.ntpjo model L ; used Lo repre-sent the externail combus Lion,. '11c

c'xiernal burniing is limvited to the inviscid flow adjacent to the recar wake

gs. Phowni inl Fj.g. 3. * ueL is coilts i del'e( fully d inpelsod ill this. ZOne and theree

is no0 mlixing aIcross, boundary rtroumlities. Thle heatL addition zonu is displaced

otitward a suffiiefnt aniount no that hieated streamlines do not Intorsec t thOi

mirok wake,ý h'omidary he lorv the wi.ke C losure s ittgu 1 ii I I y (CI-occ.'e's 4:c~ c [iCS

pk)imlL) is etUcoUmiLCL'd hi the downstream nuIIelrica I ntIitio.Tits alIlows

lthe near wake to he treated kinder all adiabatic cmndi. ion, julSt like inl thet

non-burninig cazse. On ei~ther -;ido of the hent addit:ion zoiie the flow fielId 1. .

treatedl by the MIC a,' inl oct~ion ui. lietween the near wakeO bolu~liday anld Lhe

heAt addition zone Olhe AWC is rotational to al low for injct~ion shock entropy

V i 51 and to cakil unre Of Othe Shedding of the Winiial boundary layer. The hieat

addition 2"one itse If Ls treated by one..dimension il. ga.sdynami cs , but with a

centr i. fugal correct ion. Thei goveriling equkationls 11:.Od .0to descri~be th!is zonec

aire the one .d itnns ional e ne rgy equtationi

ATO1ii -I) C (6)
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tLhe one-dimensional continuity equationA V
m l-D P A V (7)

the strcamwise momentum equation

-1:_ ml-D du (8)

and the momentum equation normal to the streamlines

--2
Pu bx 6n (9)

Eq. (6), upon manipulation, can be rewritten as

I dT Tr) Hf0o d F 0 f._• dhi

To dx I +oF To / CT 0ý dx (10)

This gives the distribution of total temperature knowing the heat release

rate function. However, in the present calculations, the distribution of

total temperature is assumed; the overall energy equation is used to obtain

the fuel-air ratio.
c pŽrlT /11

F = o

1 ,AT0/Hf (10a)

Eqs. (7), (8) and (9) upon differentiation and simplification give

2 dru( ur dr
1 "P + 1+(Y-1) • . dM ru dxdx
P dx i - f2 j r 2 _ 2+2 ru - r

dT

dx
2T° (11)

-2 -2 dcTI-- ) + __Y L L + _Y_ -m 0

Sd_ 12 di 2 To d (12)

2
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d__ _ -PI 1

d- 2 ru- r
YM u (13)

In addition to these, the geometrical relations needed are

r -r
-i tan eu (14)

uB

r 'r
= tan et (15)

Figure 4 shows the points referred to in the wake flow in the above equations

and also the points referred to later. p and 0 are defined as

P +P

(16)

u, 2I
Also, as there cannot be a pressure difference or flow angle difference

across a streamline, p= PM12 Pu = P, e• =OI2 and eu = .1, However,

S.ocity and temperature differences across streamlines are allowed; hence

UM12 may not be equal to u•,, etc.

The unknowns involved here are Pu, 0 M p M rruand x gqs,(12) -tj t.;

(15), with the relations provided by the method of characteristics are suffici-

ent to solve for these variables. The solution scheme used is a single vari-

ble (01') iteration scheme, since it gives reasonable accuracy, and is ex-

plained below:

(i) Locate point M12 by extrapolation of pu and e, and using the mass

conservation equation up to the rotational layer.

23
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(ii) Extrapolate -MI2 from the known values of v at points Ml and MI-I.

Calculate MMl 2 , and then pMI2 using isentropic relations.

(iii) Obtain 612 using the relation valid for left running characteristics

in the rotational flow, i.e.,

1 Sin 0  MI ATI12 ,Ml +

~M12 M12 Ml + M1m M,

M12 ml

yR tan a(Yi MMI

(iv) Obtain dl/dx using Eq. (9), and the new 0. From Eq. (12), find *u Also

using geometrical relations (10) and (11), calculate r .U

(v) Find dM/d• using Eqs. (7) and (8), vi2.

dM - -2 Idx dx

1-N Lr 2  
- 2

+ -2 ) o!l

2 (Toy ) (17) I
Then obtain dp/d; using Eq. (8), and hence, new values of p and pi"

(vi) Next obtain M 1"using theisentropicrelation,andcalculate vI.

(vii) Obtain Oi' using the relation along right running characteristics in

the rotational region, i.e.,S~~~~Sin 0-l•. l -

V1 d = iI -I + V ' + S i n 4 I1- I S i n -I

(viii) If the above value of is not the same as that of 0U obtained in

.step (iv), guess a new value of 1).4 2 , and obtaine the solution by

iteration by repeating steps (iii) to (vii).
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Tle specific impulse is obtained using its definition

Decrease in drag 'Pb Ab
Isp = Mass flow rate of fuel m -go 4

which gives
Lpb/p,l p,% A

sp F/(I+F) m1-D g0  (18)

Finally, two major points of interest should be noted in the present

analysis. First, consider Eq. (17). The second term in the parenthesis

mostly dominates at least by one order of magnitude the contribution of

the first term for large Ft. But as more and more heat is added, as

is negative for M > 1, A moves towards 1, and the order of magnitude of

both the terms becomes equal. T"ius the approximation of one dimensionality

becomes very poor near R equal to 1. Secondly, in the concept of external

burning, there is high loss of energy because very hot gases leave the sys-

temn.

IV. Results and Discussion

'Tihe present calculations are made with a fuel of comparatively low calo-

rific value, 10,000 Btu/ib, as this value is easily achievable from current

fuel rich gas generators (13) . "lTe freestream temperature is assumed to be

519 R. 'ATe combustion is assumed to be 1007. efficient. Thle maximumn ratio of

fuel to air that is permitted is the stoichiometric fuel-air ratio, since

no mixing or diffusion flame is allowed in the present model. However, a

rough computation, using a simple fuel, showed that this limit is reached

after the M = I point, where the present computations are invalid. The

molecular weight etc. of the mixture is taken as that of the air.

In order to check whether or not the inclusion of the one-dimensional

zone would substantially degrade the original theory of the near wake, a

26
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few no-heat addition cases with various dimensions of the one-dimensional

zone were computed and compared with the original method using the AMC in

the outer flow. The agreement between the centerline presisure distributions

of the approximate and exact solutions is within 5% everywhere, showing that

a one-dimensional treatment of the heat addition zone should not yield un-

acceptable error. However, this variation must be kept in mind when inter-

preting some of the results showing the effect of various parameters.

Figures 5 and 6 are the results of the computations carried out close to

the M I limit, with total temperature rise (or fuel-air ratio, see Eq.(i0-a))

as the parameter. Tlhese runs confirm the finding of previous research workero' 4 ' 5 )

that high base pressure rise is possible using this concept. Also, this figure

gives a feel for the specific impulse values that can be expected at practical

base pressure rises with this method. The specific impulse decreases, i.e.,

the system becomes less efficient,both with increase of the Mach number and

increase of the fuel-air ratio. The minimtu value of the specific impulse

shown in Figure 5 is about 86 sees. occurring at Mach 3.0 with 0 2.7£o 2.27, •
To,

with a corresponding base pressure value equal to 1.85 times the ambient

pressure. The maximum value of I is about 198 secs. occurring at Mach 2.0
sp

with 0 w0.267, ith a corresponding base pressure value equal to 0.739
T

times 0,00 the ambient pressure. 'the rear stagnation pressure and the base

pressure rise with the increase of fuel-air ratio, but there is not a one-to-

one correspondence in their rises. For a fixed Mach number, this is mainly

due to the movement of the rear stagnation point (RSP). Tie location of the.

RSP tends to reach a limiting value at higher fuel-air ratio, and then

tPRsP/ pb becomes almost constant. This ratio is also affected by Mach number,

and other parameters which move the location of the RSP.
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Next a parametric study was conducted to delinteate the importance of

various design variables. From dimensional analysis, the specific impulSe

can be written in terms of the non-dimensional parameters as follows

I o 61 r 11  x1l xrE" rL L '. C

e el (A R R R ' R R To0 CD

To conduct this parametric study, the reference or design condition is

chosen on the basis that, firstly, it should allow a study of a large vari-

ation of parameters, and secondly, the computer time for this study should

be low. For a high heat addition and a high Mach number design point, the

gradients occurring in the flow field are large, and a smaller step size

and hence more computer time is required. The present study is made at medium

heat addition, uniform combustion, with the followiug values of the parameters:

M -2.0
el~

xH/R 1.5

x.)/R = 2.8

r /R = 1.5
L

r /R 1.9

1/R 0.181

AT 0/T° = 0.398

cp'r /Hf = 0.01253

Table I shows the effect of the heat distribution parameter. '11Tree types

of heat distributions were s;tudied, and these correspond to (a) a combustion
dT

zone which decreases in strength with distance, i.e., 7 0 K 1 ),

d E-Xil
(b) a constant combustion rate throughout the heat addition zone, i.e.,

dr
- = K and (c) a more realistic type of combustion - a slow rise in thedx 2
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TabLe I1. Effect of heat distribution parameter

I Mel go
Type Representation c

k =556. 12.32

b k 286.5 12.35
- I-.• 1.3

C 337. 12.45

2 0. 9 2 f1

intensity of combustion representing the ignition stage, followed by uniform

coubustion and then a tapering off stage. As shown in Table 1, there is virtu-

ally no effect of the distribution. However, it ,qhould be noted that this inter-

pretation is correct only if the combustion zone is small, so that all the com-

pression waves hit in the initial portion of the near wake. If the combustion

zone has a large length, type (a) will be the best since there will be less

wasted heat.

The effect of freestream Mach number on specific impulse and base pressure

rise is shown in Fig. 7. I Mel @o/Cel and Apb/(pI MeI) are plotted instead of

I go/Cel and Apb/pl since they are less dependent on the Mach number. Isp

fails from 252 secs. to 110 sees. as Nel is increased from 1.5 to 3.5. The

variation of some typical features of the near wake, XRSP and pRSI , are also

plotted on the same figure. The variation of these is almost opposite to what

is obtained without heat addition.

Figure 8 shows the variation of various variables with upstream boundary

layer thickness. 'The effect of the heat addition, in general, is to nullify the
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Figure 7. Effect of Freestream Nach Number.
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'f [feCt Of bOuunalry layer thiCkt s Oil b sO t, pl-os"'tl-r, wi. lhout e combu s t iolln. 'liV, ,plec if ic

impultse reaches all asyptlltotic value aft;er a mi odi ate thlicklncl of tho boundary Iayol'.

''lle effect of variltionl of the colliluWtibic by Vry.ille, the Lipper

Strell UiVtC plit8Lioln ii 61OW1 in Fig. 9. 'lhe Va llle Of I ii ncr'aso fromll

302 to 142 sec,,;S., aid 1b increase<,s fromi 0.638 t:o 0.935 ais r A/t raised1111 -D
from 1.6 ( 0,31) to 2.4 ( 3.51).pSp/Pb thePei ul Ab 0 el Ab

shape j)0 IflaltOr of the centerline pressure curve, almost remains constant

(ilot slhown), w1il.e xRs /R increases with an increase of rll/R.

Vigure 10 shows tile variation of sp-cific impulse paraimeter and pret lisure

rise parametecr wLth iaxial location of the heat addition zone. The flat maxi-

ma in these c'1urve' verify tile resilt:s, obtained with the variation of helat

distribution parameter, X. However, as the heat addition zone is moved far-

tl.er and faV~ler away f'rom thie base, part: of the compressvion due to external

burning affects the fl ow downstLre-ll of the, wake Critical point, Mid is iln-

effective in a base pro.qsulre alteration. Finally, a conldition is reacched whenl

the pro senlet of es ei-nal on.t... is aol, f" it at -011 by the near wake, and ithe

same near wake deiaiils, as without Com1bbustion, nr. obtained. 'Tis figuro also

shows thIe variation of x'RS3/R and 1itS p A. xisp varie-. Liriemr-lv wi.th x in muost

of the portion, as expected from the experimients with compresuion siurfaco,.

Fi.gure 11 shiows tilat tLhere is an optimum rate of buirni.nig thle fuel (o0! hieat:

addition rate). '1the maximullm is flat, as would be expected from tile ,itudli.es of

\,aLiatiOi of -X and xl 'the shiarp fall. in performance, parameter after seioe

stage is agaain due to the fact tilh-it part of tile lieat addition becoues uteless.

The charac tenist ipc 1ropertieo of tile centerlinue pre1:-ire dist:ributi on, x.Rsp/i

anid Al)RS /Apib, have an almost similar shap-.

'Tlhe effect of thle radial location of the heat addition zone on thle perform-

aonce(, as shiown in Fig. 12, i.- very weak. 'Thiis is aguin due to thle bhasie meclhall-

ism of rais,;ing the base pressur-e il an exterilal burning system. 'T11e comtpresfslion
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waves caused by the heat addition meet the viscous wake before the critical

point for ahuost the whole range of r L/R shown in the figure. xRSP variesLi
tinearly with rL (as would be expected from the study of variation of •i),
while PR remains almost constant.

RSP

Figure 13 show,; the effect of A0o F1 Curves very similar
T To,• p o,•

to those presenting the effect of the change of combustible mass are obtained.

I varies from 250 to 189 secs. and pb/l varies from 0.613 to 1.011 as
sp bl

AT /To, changes from 0.07 to 0.94. The location of the RSP and APRSP/APb

approach asymptotic values with high values of AT /T

Finally, the variation in performance with the freestream temperature is

shown in Fig. 14. TIis variation, however, can be easily predicted. The base

pressure is independent of TG or Reynolds number when the flow is turbulent

(except from the weak effect which comes through the boundary layer thickness).

Using this information with the definition of I as given by Eq. (18), it can
I

be shown that I
SJ) VTr.

From the above study, the question of how small variations (intentional

or unintentional) from the reference point will effect the performance

can be answered. Some parameters like x, XH, (xE-xH) and rL have previously

been shown to have secondary effects on the performance for reasonable design

coi.ditions. Figure 15 is the plot of the specific impulse parameter against the

total energy parameter, and is obtained from Figs. 9 and 13. It shows that

for the previous reference coaditions, it is more efficient to change the

fuel-air ratio if a little higher base drag reduction is required, and to

change rl{/R if a little lesser base drag reduction is required for the same

projectile, same Mach number and altitude of flight. However, no optimiza-

tion studies have been carried out.
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V. Conclusions and Cotmuents

'lie present study shows that the performance of an external propulsion

system is strongly dependent only on the upstream Mach number, fuel-air ratio,

the combustible mass and the fuel calorific value. Also the system becomes

more efficient with a cold freestream. For preliminary design of this system,

reasonable values of heat distribution parameter, axial and radial locations,

and length of the heat addition zone can be assumed, as their effect on the

p)erformance is only secondary. 'llTus for a given projectile flying at a given

Mach nttmber and altitude, and given base pressure rise, the optimization

problem is reduced to the selection of rH/R and AT 0/T o'e. One rule of thumb

which camie out of these studies, and should be helpful in extrapolating ex-

perimental results, is that, except for very low heat additions, base pres-

sure remains constant with Mach number and upstream boundary layer thickness

for the same values of other parameters.

The question whether the present values; indicate an upper limit of per-

forinance is unanswered. To answer this question, one has to consider two

effects, viz., the losses due to viscosity and the mass entrainment in the

beat addition zone due to mixing. An improvement in modelling of the external

burning zone is required to answer this question satisfactorily.

Finally, the present calculations show that although high net thrust can

be obtained using the external burning method, this method is not efficient

unless a high Btu fuel is used. Its performance falls short of that of con-

ventional rocket propulsion systems. However, it is still attractive because

of the simplicity of design. Its performance probably can be boosted by com-

bining this method with the base burning method, whtclh is very efficient for

low base pressure rise values. More experimental and theoretical work are

warranted to check these conclusions.
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Appeld ix

Ille preCsent theory was C0ompared with experiment:s (5)i Which external

compression was carried out by modifying the shape of the wind tunmel test

section,. Thie conditions on the initial Mach wave at the corner were obtained

using potential flow theory, ignoring shocks and the boundary layer thickness.

'111e effect of the boundary layer in these calculations was taken into account

in a similar fashion as in the original theory. ILhe rotational layer was ig-

niored for simplicity, and, also, since the base pressures were high with com-

pression surfaces, the viscous forces remain predominant in whole of the initial

boundary layer. Figures 16 and 17 show both the experimental and theoretical

results. The agreement between theory and experiment is reasonable, although

the base pressure obtained is about 15% less than given by experiment. Some of

the difference may be due to (i) the approximations made in calculating the

conditions on the initial Mach wave, (ii) the slight compression caused by

the boundary layer on the t•unel wail., and (iii) the s1ight.ly improper acckuflt-

ing, of the boundary layer thickueiss effect..
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